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Abstract
The circular graphC(n,m) is such a graph that whose vertex set is {v0, v1, v2, . . . , vn−1} and edge
set is {vivi+1, vivi+m | i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, where m, n are natural numbers, addition is modulo n,
and 2mn/2. This paper shows the crossing number of the circular graph C(2m+2,m)(m3)
is m + 1.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a simple graph with the vertex set V and the edge set E. A drawing of G in the
plane R2 is an immersion  : G → R2 such that
(1) (v) ∩ (x) = ∅ for each v ∈ V (G) and x ∈ (V (G) ∪ E(G)) − {v}, and
(2) (e) ∩ (f ) is ﬁnite for each pair {e, f } of edges of G.
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The drawing is called good, if for all (E), no one crosses itself, no two cross more than
once, and no more than two cross at a point in the plane. A crossing in a good drawing is
a point of intersection of two elements in (E). A good drawing is said to be optimal if it
minimizes the number of crossings. The crossing number cr(G) of a graph G is the number
of crossings in any optimal drawing of G in the plane.
The circular graphC(n,m) is such a graph that whose vertex set is {v0, v1, v2, . . . , vn−1}
and edge set is {vivi+1, vivi+m | i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, where m, n are natural numbers,
addition is modulo n, and 2mn/2. It can be seen thatC(3, 2)=K3, C(4, 2)=K4, and
C(5, 2) = K5. When 2m<n/2, the circular graph C(n,m) is a minor of the generalized
Petersen graph G(n,m). The generalized Petersen graph G(n,m) is the graph which vertex
set is {ui, vi |i = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1} and edge set is {uiui+1, vivi+m, uivi |i = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1},
where m, n are natural numbers, addition is modulo n, and m<n/2. G(n,m) has been
studied in many contexts. Its crossing number is an interesting object [1,4,6]. The crossing
number of C(n,m) was initially investigated in papers [3] and [5], which gave an upper
bound on the crossing number of C(n,m). Since C(2m + 2,m) is planar for m = 2, we
always assume m3 in this paper, and will prove cr(C(2m + 2,m)) = m + 1.
For graph theory terminology we refer to [2].
2. The main result
LetC2m+2=(v0v2m+1v2m, . . . , vm+3v1v2v3, . . . , vm+1vm+2), which is Hamiltonian cy-
cle of C(2m + 2,m). Draw it in the plane with m + 1 vertices v0, v2m+1, v2m, . . . , vm+4,
vm+3, v1 in a column, andm+1 vertices vm+2, vm+1, vm, . . . , v4, v3, v2 in another column.
Add the other edges according to the deﬁnition ofC(2m+2,m).A drawing ofC(2m+2,m)
in the plane is shown in Fig. 1 . It can be seen from Fig. 1 that there are m edges parallel
with the edge v1v2, and each but v0vm+2 has only one crossing. Combining with the other
two crossings, the following result is obvious.
Lemma 2.1. cr(C(2m + 2,m))m + 1.
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2.
If we ﬁxC2m+2=(v0v2m+1v2m, . . . , vm+3v1v2v3, . . . , vm+1vm+2), then those edges that
belong toE(C(2m+2,m))−E(C2m+2) also form a Hamiltonian cycle which can be found
in Fig. 1, denoted by C′2m+2, i.e.,
C′2m+2 =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
(v0vmv2m, . . . , vm+4v2vm+2vm+3v3vm+5, . . . , v2m+1vm+1v1)
m ≡ 0 (mod 2)
(v0vmv2m, . . . , v3vm+3vm+2v2vm+4v4, . . . , v2m+1vm+1v1)
m ≡ 1 (mod 2)
Now we discuss the case that m is even. Draw C′2m+2 in the plane with its m+ 1 vertices
v0vmv2m, . . . , vm+4v2vm+2 in a column, and the other m + 1 vertices v1vm+1v2m+1, . . . ,
vm+5 v3vm+3 in another column.Add the other edges according to the deﬁnition ofC(2m+
2,m). A drawing of C(2m + 2,m) in the plane is shown in Fig. 2.
Deﬁne a mapping 1 from the vertices of C(2m + 2,m) onto itself such that 1(v0) =
v0, 1(v2m+1) = vm, 1(v2m) = v2m, . . ., 1(vm+4) = vm+4, 1(vm+3) = v2, 1(v1) =
vm+2, 1(v2) = vm+3, 1(v3) = v3, . . . ,1(vm+2) = v1. Obviously, 1 is 1–1 mapping.
Furthermore, for vertices u, v ∈ V (C(2m + 2,m)), u joins v if and only if 1(u) joints
1(v), which can be seen fromFigs. 1 and 2. Hence1 is an automorphism ofC(2m+2,m).
If m is odd, we deﬁne a mapping 2 from the vertices of C(2m + 2,m) onto itself such
that 2(v0)= v0, 2(v2m+1)= vm, 2(v2m)= v2m, . . ., 2(vm+3)= vm+3, 2(v1)= vm+2,
2(v2)=v2, . . . ,2(vm+1)=vm+1,2(vm+2)=v1. By analogue of the case that m is even,
2 is an automorphism of C(2m + 2,m).
Combining the above two cases, we get the following result.
Lemma 2.2. Let = 1 if m is even, and = 2 if m is odd. Then  is an automorphism
of C(2m + 2,m).
Lemma 2.3. LetCi=(vm−ivm+1−iv2m+1−iv2m+2−i ), (i=0, 1, . . . , m).ThenC0, C1, . . . ,
Cm are edge-disjoint and E(C(2m+2,m))=⋃mi=0 E(Ci). For a ﬁxed i (i =0, 1, . . . , m),
if we contract both edges vm−ivm+1−i and v2m+1−iv2m+2−i and delete both edges
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vm−iv2m+2−i and vm+1−iv2m+1−i , or we contract both edges vm−iv2m+2−i and vm+1−i
v2m+1−i and delete both edges vm−ivm+1−i and v2m+1−iv2m+2−i ,
(1) Then the obtained graph is the circular graph C(2m,m − 1).
(2) Furthermore, if each of both edges vm−ivm+1−i and v2m+1−iv2m+2−i receive no
crossings; or if both edges vm−iv2m+2−i and vm+1−iv2m+1−i receive no crossings; then at
least one crossing in any optimal drawing of C(2m + 2,m) is eliminated.
Proof. (1) For a ﬁxed i (i = 0, 1, . . . , m − 2), we know both edges vm−ivm+1−i and
v2m+1−iv2m+2−i are edges that belong toC2m+2, and both edges vm−iv2m+2−i and vm+1−i
v2m+1−i are edges that belong to C′2m+2. If vm−ivm+1−i , v2m+1−iv2m+2−i are contracted,
vm−i and v2m+2−i are the copies of vm+1−i and v2m+1−i , respectively. The degree of vm+1−i
and v2m+1−i are 6. If both edges vm−iv2m+2−i and vm+1−iv2m+1−i are deleted, the degree of
vm−i and v2m+2−i are 4. Considering the degree of the other vertices which are not changed,
such obtained graph is exactly the circular graph C(2m,m − 1) after labelling vertices of
the obtained graph newly. If we contract the edges vm−iv2m+2−i and vm+1−iv2m+1−i and
delete both edges vm−ivm+1−i and v2m+1−iv2m+2−i , the claim that the obtained graph is a
circular graph C(2m,m − 1) can be reached by combining the above discussion with the
automorphism .
If i = m − 1,m, then Cm−1 = (v0v1vm+1vm+2), Cm = (v1v2vm+2vm+3). Now add
2 to the index of every vertex of C2m+2 and C′2m+2. Such two obtained cycles are de-
noted byD2m+2 andD′2m+2, respectively, which are Hamiltonian cycles of C(2m+ 2,m).
Note that edges v0v1, vm+1vm+2, v1v2 and vm+2vm+3 belong to D2m+2, and that edges
v0vm+2, v1vm+1, v2vm+2 and v1vm+3 belong toD′2m+2. Repeating the above discussion, it
is easy to know the proposition for the case that i = m − 1,m is correct.
(2) Firstly, we discuss the case that both edges vm−ivm+1−i and v2m+1−iv2m+2−i receives
no crossings. In this case, the crossing number ofC(2m+2,m) is not affected by contracting
the two edges. If there exist at least one edge of vm−iv2m+2−i and vm+1−iv2m+1−i such
that it receives crossings, then the claim holds after deleting them. If each of the edges
vm−iv2m+2−i and vm+1−iv2m+1−i receives no crossings, then the 4-cycle Ci receive no
crossings and form a region in the plane.
Since v2m−i joins v2m+1−i , v2m+3−i joins v2m+2−i , we discuss the following two cases.
Case 1: v2m−i , v2m+3−i are in distinct regions determined by the cycle Ci in the plane.
If m=3, then the edge v2m−iv2m+3−i must intersects some edge of 4-cycle Ci by Jordan
Curve Theorem, a contradiction. If m3, we consider the path vm+1−ivm+2−i , . . . , v2m−i .
Its interior vertices must be in the same region as v2m−i in. Otherwise, the path intersect
some edge of the 4-cycle Ci , a contradiction. Thus, the vertex vm+3−i is also in the same
region as v2m−i in. By Jordan Curve Theorem, the edge vm+3−iv2m+3−i intersects the
4-cycle Ci , a contradiction.
So the case does not occur.
Case 2: Without loss of generality, suppose v2m−i , v2m+3−i are in the outer part of the
region formed by Ci in the plane. For two edges vm−iv2m−i and vm+1−iv2m+3−i drawn
in the plane, there are four basic possibilities shown in Fig. 3 . Even if there are other
possibilities, they must contain at least one of the four basic possibilities.
In (a), the edge vm−iv2m−i intersects the edge vm+1−iv2m+3−i , where x is the inter-
secting point. Contracting both edges vm−ivm+1−i and v2m+1−iv2m+2−i and deleting both
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Fig. 3.
edges vm−iv2m+2−i and vm+1−iv2m+1−i , the obtained graph is C(2m,m − 1) by (1). The
edges vm−iv2m−i and vm+1−iv2m+3−i are replaced by vm+1−ixv2m−i and vm−ixv2m+3−i ,
respectively. Thus, no less one crossing is eliminated.
In (b), the edge v2m−iv2m+1−i intersects the edge v2m+2−iv2m+3−i . By a discussion
similar to (a), no less one crossing is also eliminated.
In (c), the edge vm−iv2m−i intersects the edge v2m+2−iv2m+3−i , where y is the intersect-
ing point. Contracting the two edges vm−iv2m+2−i and vm+1−iv2m+1−i and deleting both
edges vm−ivm+1−i and v2m+2−iv2m+1−i , the obtained graph is C(2m,m − 1) by (1). Two
edges vm−iv2m−i and v2m+2−iv2m+3−i are replaced by v2m+2−iyv2m−i and vm−iyv2m+3−i ,
respectively. Thus, no less one crossing is eliminated.
In (d), the edge vm+1−iv2m+3−i intersects the edge v2m−iv2m+1−i . By similar discussion
to (c), no less one crossing is also eliminated.
The proof is completed. 
Lemma 2.4. The crossing number of C(8, 3) is 4.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, cr(C(8, 3))4.
It is easy to check that C(8, 3) is non-planar. Suppose H is a connected planar spanning
subgraph of C(8, 3), which is obtained by deleting k edges from C(8, 3). By Euler formula,
we have 8 − (16 − k) + f = 2, where f is the number of faces of H and 16 − k is the
number of edges of H. Thus f = 10 − k. Since the girth of C(8, 3) is 4, the girth of H is at
least 4. Then 4f 2(16− k), i.e., f (16− k)/2. Hence 10− k(16− k)/2, i.e., k4. If
cr(C(8, 3))3, in order to the connected planar spanning subgraph of C(8, 3), we delete
at most three edges from C(8, 3), a contradiction. So cr(C(8, 3)) = 4. 
Lemma 2.5. The crossing number of C(2m+ 2,m) is no less than m+ 1, i.e, cr(C(2m+
2,m))m + 1.
Proof. Weprove the lemma by induction onm. The base case ism=3.We know cr(C(8, 3))
= 4 by Lemma 2.4, which means the proposition holds.
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Suppose that the inequality holds for m = k − 1, i.e., cr(C(2k, k − 1))k. Suppose
cr(C(2k + 2, k)) = pk.
Let Ci = (vk−ivk+1−iv2k+1−iv2k+2−i ), (i = 0, 1, . . . , k). We know that C0, C1, . . . , Ck
are edge-disjoint and E(C(2k + 2, k)) =⋃ki=0 E(Ci).
We claim that every such cycle receives at least two crossings. Otherwise, there exists
some cyclewhich receives 0 or 1 crossing. If the cycle receives 0 crossing, then it satisﬁes the
demands ofLemma2.3.Then the number of crossings in anyoptimal drawingofC(2k, k−1)
is no more than k−1, a contradiction. If the cycle receives 1 crossing, then there exist a pair
edges of the cycle which are not incident with the same vertex such that they receives no
crossing, because two edges being incident with the same vertex do not intersect in a good
drawing. By Lemma 2.3, it is easy to result a contradiction to the induction assumption. So
our claim is correct.
In the case that any cycle Ci(i = 0, 1, . . . , k) receives at least 2 crossings, we construct a
graph G with vertex set {u1, u2, . . . , uk}, satisfying (1) ui corresponds to the cycle Ci , (2)
ui joins vj with t edges if and only if the corresponding cycles Ci and Cj have t common
crossings. Thus there exists a 1–1 mapping from E(G) to cr(C(2k + 2, k)). G may have
loops and multi-edges. G may be disconnected, suppose G = G1 ∪ G2 ∪ · · ·Gl , where Gi
is a connected component. For Gi, (i = 1, 2, . . . , l), there may be the following two cases.
Case 1: |V (Gi)|=1.Then all the edges ofGi are loops.Obviously, |E(Gi)| |V (Gi)|=1.
Case 2: |V (Gi)|> 1. Since the degree of uj ∈ V (Gi) is no less than 2, Gi is not a tree,
and |E(Gi)| |V (Gi)|.
Therefore |E(G)| |V (G)|, which means cr(C(2k+2, k))k+1,a contradiction to the
induction assumption. So the claim that cr(C(2k + 2, k))k does not hold. This is to say
cr(C(2k + 2, k))k + 1, when m = k. The proof is completed. 
Theorem 2.6. The crossing number of C(2m + 2,m) is m + 1.
Proof. The result is induced by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.5 directly. 
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